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ABSTRACT
We describe a set of techniques for mapping one image to another based on the statistics of a training set. We
apply these techniques to the problems of image denoising and superresolution, but they should also be useful
for many vision problems where training data are available. Given a local feature vector computed from an
input image patch, we learn to estimate a subband coeﬃcient of the output image conditioned on the patch.
This entails approximating a multidimensional function, which we make tractable by nested binning and linear
regression within bins. This method performs as well as nearest neighbor techniques, but is much faster. After
attaining this local (patch based) estimate, we force the marginal subband histograms to match a set of target
histograms, in the style of Heeger and Bergen.1 The target histograms are themselves estimated from the
training data. With the combined techniques, denoising performance is similar to state of the art techniques
in terms of PSNR, and is slightly superior in subjective quality. In the case of superresolution, our techniques
produce higher subjective quality than the competing methods, allowing us to attain large increases in apparent
resolution. Thus, for these two tasks, our method is very fast and very eﬀective.
Keywords: Image mapping, denoising, superresolution.

1. INTRODUCTION
Many tasks in image processing and machine vision take the form of image to image mapping. Given an
image, X, the problem is to estimate another image Y , which is in register with the ﬁrst. Classical image
processing problems such as denoising and superresolution are examples of image mapping. Within machine
vision, estimating intrinsic images2 such as albedo and illumination, or depth, or optic ﬂow would be other
examples. Stylistic image mapping, under the names “texture transfer”3 and “image analogies”,4 forms another
category.
There has been much interest in image mapping methods based on machine learning. Given a set of training
pairs, (X1 , Y1 ); (X2 , Y2 ); . . ., one learns the statistical relationships between X and Y , so that a new image
Xnew can be mapped to its corresponding pair Ynew . The learning is challenging because images are very high
dimensional. Markov properties are generally assumed, so that the problem can be approached by modeling
local dependencies. But even when we look at relatively small local patches, e.g., 5 × 5 ones, there are still 25
dimensions, and most of the 25-dimensional space will be empty of observations. For this reason, it is popular to
use non-parametric representations of the conditional density, and to use nearest neighbor techniques to estimate
the values of the target image.4, 5 The density is not explicitly represented; instead a large number of samples
are remembered and later queried. In high dimensional spaces, it is necessary to store a large number of samples,
and the queries become quite slow. In addition, artifacts are introduced by the diﬃculties in enforcing coherence
between adjoining patches.
For this reason, we have reconsidered the problem of directly representing the conditional density by learning
parametric or semi-parametric models. To make the problem tractable, we work in the subband (e.g., wavelet)
domain, so that we can take advantage of the kurtotic distributions found with natural images. In most cases,
we represent a single number (the mean) rather than the full density, so that our problem reduces to function
approximation. Our thinking is illustrated in Fig.1, where we begin by considering nearest neighbor methods.
Suppose that we wish to represent a 2D function and are given sample values at the points shown in Fig.1(a).
The points are densest near zero (here represented by a Gaussian falloﬀ, which is much less kurtotic than image
subbands). We can simply store all the samples, and later do a nearest neighbor search. In eﬀect, we place a
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Figure 1. Illustration of diﬀerent space partitioning techniques. (a) Data cloud. (b) Vector Quantization. (c) Tappen et
al. (d) Cartesian quantization. (e) Separable binning representative of marginal densities. (f) Nested binning.

Voronoi neighborhood around every observation. When we have many samples, it becomes prohibitive to store
and to query this information. We can reduce it to a smaller set of neighborhoods that are deemed representative.
In vector quantization (VQ), shown in Fig.1(b), nearby points are merged to form larger neighborhoods containing
a certain number of samples. Popat and Picard6 utilize VQ. Rather than basing the neighborhoods on sample
density, Tappen et al.7 greedily select a subset that are determined to be most informative. Fig1(c) is suggestive
of the sort of neighborhoods they might ﬁnd. Next, consider a set of more direct representations. Fig.1(d)
shows a simple case of Cartesian quantization. The space is divided into rectangular bins and the function is
represented parametrically within each bin. Instead of storing samples, one represents the function explicitly, and
there is no need for nearest neighbor computations at query time. There is one big disadvantage: representing
a high dimensional function requires a great many bins. The number of bins required grows exponentially with
dimensionality. We can improve things by moving the bin boundaries around to reﬂect the marginal densities,
as shown in Fig.1(e). However, this separable method still leaves a great many bins.
We have devised a better approach, which we call nested binning, shown in Fig1(f). The separable bins in
(e) which are representative of the marginal densities get merged at certain places, leading to partitions better
matched to image statistics, and still extremely easy to query. We will give more details in section 3. Within
each bin, the function is approximated parametrically, with the parameters ﬁt by regression within the bin. We
achieve state of the art performance with compact models and very fast lookup. Our method is faster than k
nearest neighbor methods by factors of 1000 or higher, even when compared to fast methods like k-d trees.8, 9
The outputs of many image mapping techniques, including our nested binning technique, tend not to look
quite right. For example they may look too soft, or they may have irritating artifacts. There is something
about the overall image quality that is not quite right. This subjective impression reﬂects a legitimate issue:
these images look wrong because they are very unlikely to occur. We can force them back into a more plausible
subspace by imposing textural statistics such as subband marginals, in the manner of Heeger and Bergen.1 For
applications in which a human viewer is the end user, optimizing the appearance is often the right thing to do.
In this paper, we demonstrate the performance of our system on denoising and superresolution. In both cases,
we ﬁrst learn to make local estimates of subband coeﬃcients by learning from training pairs. We next force the
image to have the marginal statistics that are estimated from a set of natural images used for training. The
combination of local and global techniques leads to images that are competitive with state of the art methods,
and allow for fast computation. In the case of superresolution, our method produces images that are noticeably
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superior in appearance to any competing method we have found. We have veriﬁed this advantage with user
studies.

2. ALGORITHM OVERVIEW
{(Xi , Yi )}N
i=1

Let
be a set of N training pairs. Each pair contains input image Xi and output image Yi . We
decompose the images into subbands, and for each subband coeﬃcient of Yi compute a feature vector from Xi
and/or its subbands. We train regressions to predict Yi ’s subband coeﬃcients given Xi ’s feature vectors. Given
a new input image, feature vectors are computed, and the above learned regressions are used to predict the
subband coeﬃcients of the output image. Subband coeﬃcients constrain local neighborhoods of an image, and
we refer to this stage as the learning of local constraints. Details of the regression algorithm will be given in
section 3.
The output image reconstructed from the above estimated subband coeﬃcients tends to look too soft. We
impose textural statistics such as subband histograms, to correct the “look”. Subband histograms constrain the
whole image, and we refer to this stage as the learning of global constraints. Details will be given in section 4.

2.1 Markov random fields
The learning and utilization of local constraints, can be understood as learning and inference on a Markov
random ﬁeld, with the assumption that the probability of a local neighborhood can be modeled as a product of
probabilities of individual subband coeﬃcients, and that each coeﬃcient is Gaussian when conditioned on the
input. In probability language, we wish to model the conditional probability of Y given X, and when given a
new input image Xnew , the output can be estimated as the image that maximizes the probability of Y given
that X is equal to Xnew , i.e., Ŷnew = arg max p(Y |X = Xnew ).
Both X and Y are very high-dimensional. We assume that Y obeys the Markov property when conditioned
y
y
on X: p(yk |X, yw , w = k) = p(yk |X, yw , w ∈ N(k)
), where yk is a pixel value at location k, and N(k)
is a
neighborhood of k in Y but not containing k. By the Hammersley-Cliﬀord theorem of random ﬁelds, the joint
distribution of (y1 , . . . , yn ) given X has the form

 
Mk (y(k) |X) ,
(1)
p(Y |X) ∝ exp −
k

where y(k) is a clique, and Mk (y(k) |X) is the potential function of that clique, given the observed image X.
We model the probability distribution p(y(k) |X), which is related to Mk (y(k) |X) by an exponential, by a
product of T one-dimensional distributions:
p(y(k) |X) =

T


p(BtT y(k) |X),

(2)

t=1

where {Bt }Tt=1 are a set of subband basis vectors. Here the cliques are deﬁned on m × m neighborhoods where
all the m2 pixels are connected.
The next question is to model each of the individual conditionals, p(BtT y(k) |X). We simplify BtT y(k) , the
subband coeﬃcient at location k in subband t, by bt,k . The simplest choice for p(bt,k |X) is a conditional Gaussian:
2
bt,k |X ∼ N (b̂t,k , σt,k
). b̂t,k depends on X:


b̂t,k = E bt,k |X = b̂t,k (X),
(3)
and can be estimated through regression. σt,k can also be estimated during regression, but for simplicity we
make it be a constant.
Once (b̂t,k , σt,k ) are in place, the clique potentials can be written as:
2
 1 
Mk (y(k) |X) =
BtT y(k) − b̂t,k (X) .
2
2σt,k
t
The log probability of the random ﬁeld is (oﬀset by a constant):
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log P (Y |X) = −
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(5)

which we wish to maximize by estimating an image Ŷ = (ŷ1 , ŷ2 , . . . , ŷn ). When σt,k is a constant, and {Bt }Tt=1
is a tight frame,10 Ŷ can be reconstructed from b̂t,k by applying the self-inverting subband transform to the
estimated coeﬃcients b̂t,k .

2.2 Subband histograms
The log probability in (5) is quadratic, and can easily be maximized. By constraining overlapping neighborhoods
with subband coeﬃcient estimates, we do not need to explicitly enforce spatial coherence, as Freeman et al. and
Hertzmann et al. do. But we do have a problem of blurring, which is related to the Gaussian conditional model
we use. Blurring is reﬂected in the subband marginals, in that they tend to be much less kurtotic than those
of a sharp image. The global, marginal histograms of subband coeﬃcients can provide important statistical
constraints for images that are perceptually alike. Heeger and Bergen1 demonstrated that by matching the
subband histograms of a Gaussian noise image to those of a stochastic texture, new examples of the texture can
be synthesized with matching appearance.
We use subband histograms as constraints to impose globally on the output image, Y . By making Y have
similar subband histograms to those observed from a particular class of images, we make it a more probable
instance of that class. One concern, however, is that the subband marginals of diﬀerent images of the same class,
while having similarities (e.g., all being kurtotic), may still be diﬀerent. In section 4, we show how to account
for variations among images, and how to utilize the observed image X to retrieve good estimates of the target
histograms.

3. LEARNING LOCAL CONSTRAINTS
For each subband of Y , we train a regressor to predict its coeﬃcients using features extracted from local neighborhoods of the input image X. In general, three types of features are considered: linear subband coeﬃcients,
nonlinear local energy values, and pixel values. Local energy is computed by rectifying the subband coeﬃcients
and then blurring them across space or orientations.
We can use powerful nonparametric methods to perform the regression. A problem is that they tend to be
very costly when the training set is large and the dimensionality is high. For the applications considered in this
paper, the size of the training set can be quite large, because each subband coeﬃcient (together with its feature
vector) constitutes a sample. For example, if we have 20 500 by 500 images for training, and use a spatially
oversampled subband decomposition, then for each subband there will be 5 million training samples. When the
training set is so large, even with a moderate number of dimensions, the computation involved in nonparametric
methods can be very expensive.
We notice that with the subband coeﬃcient based features we are considering, images demonstrate interesting
statistics in the feature space. Based on the feature statistics we propose a partitioning procedure to divide
the space into easily retrievable bins. In each bin we perform parametric regression, leading to a compact
representation of the learned model.

3.1 Space partitioning
A conceptually easy way to obtain an easily retrievable partition, is to divide the space into hyper-rectangular
bins. Marginal equiquantization,11, 12 used in the estimation of information theoretic measures, is a method
to acquire separable hyper-rectangular bins. Each feature dimension is examined separately, and the partition
is deﬁned by marginal bins which are not equidistant but equiprobable intervals, meaning each marginal bin
encapsulates approximately the same number of observed data samples. The partition is separable, so is extremely
easy to obtain (via order statistics) and to retrieve. Fig.2 shows two such partitions on two dimensions, with
diﬀerent feature pairs. In (a), the features are subband coeﬃcients at the same location and orientation, but at
adjacent scales. In (b), one feature is subband coeﬃcient, and the other is local energy computed by rectifying and
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Figure 2. Marginal equiquantization using two features.(a)Features are subband coeﬃcients at adjacent scales.(b)One
feature (horizontal) is subband coeﬃcient, and the other (vertical) is local energy.
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Figure 3. Conditional histograms of: (a) one coeﬃcient on another at an adjacent scale; (b) local energy on subband
coeﬃcient. Dark means low, and bright means high density.

blurring the coeﬃcients. All the features here have kurtotic distributions, as shown by the marginal histograms
on the top and the left of the partitions, and the data are highly clustered around zero. The bins are small near
zero, and big away from zero.
If the features were statistically independent of each other, the joint bins obtained through marginal equiquantization would also be statistically equivalent.But the features are usually not independent of each other.
Subband coeﬃcients at adjacent locations, scales, or orientations, tend to be independent when amplitudes are
small, but correlated when amplitudes are large,13 as illustrated by a conditional histogram in Fig.3(a). Coefﬁcient amplitudes and local energy values, also tend to be correlated, as shown by a conditional histogram in
Fig.3(b).
We ﬁnd such pattern to be quite consistent when more features, such as coeﬃcients and energy values at
neighboring locations and orientations, are added. The pattern is that the data tend to be highly clustered
around zero, and get predictably sparse away from zero, except when amplitudes of features show correlations.
The joint bins acquired via marginal equiquantization, therefore, tend to be empty when some feature amplitude
is large but not correlated with the amplitudes of others. We use a “nesting” strategy to merge the bins that
tend to be sparsely populated. The nesting is performed in a hierarchical fashion, as illustrated in Fig.4. The
boundaries of the nested bins are still parallel to the feature axes, therefore the retrieval is eﬃcient. Nesting
slows down the rate of total bin number growing with dimensionality. After nesting, most bins will be ﬁlled
with enough data samples, i.e., no fewer than the number of unknown parameters, to perform regression. Some
bins will still be empty, and for them we progressively include points from neighboring bins until we can reliably
estimate the regression parameters.

3.2 Piecewise linear regression
After the feature space is partitioned into bins, parametric regression is performed within each bin. If we choose
the simplest parametric model, i.e., linear model with Gaussian noise, the regression parameters can be estimated
using the standard least squares method.
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Figure 4. Nested binning using the same feature pairs as the ones used in Fig.2 and Fig.3. The bins in Fig.2 are merged
at places where one feature but not the other has high amplitude.
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Figure 5. CPU time comparison, on log scale, between our method and kd-tree accelerated k nearest neighbor (knn).9

When there are many training images, it is often desirable to start learning without having to wait for all
data to be observed and stored. We make the regression process online, using recursive least squares.14 The
space partitioning requires marginal order statistics (percentiles), which can be estimated from partial training
data.
Compared to nonparametric methods, our method leads to a much more compact model, which can be
eﬃciently queried. For each subband, only the bin boundaries and a small number of parameters per bin need
to be stored. We empirically compare the running time of our method to that of kd-tree accelerated k nearest
neighbor,9 in Fig.5. Both methods are tuned so that they produce matching accuracy (diﬀerence in estimation
PSNR < 0.1dB). There are 305,133 training samples and 262,144 testing samples. The plot is on log scale.

4. LEARNING GLOBAL CONSTRAINTS
In the stage of learning local constraints, we typically learn a conditional mean of each subband coeﬃcient,
given a feature vector representing the surrounding patch. If the conditional probability of the coeﬃcient is
truly Gaussian, as has been assumed, then the conditional mean is also the maximum probability solution. But
in some cases, the conditional cannot be well approximated with a Gaussian, and by doing regression we end
up blurring the estimated signal. This phenomenon can be observed in the application of super-resolution. A
superresolution result using the regression estimates is shown in Fig.9(e), which looks blurred.
We think that “blur” is a textural quality, and can be captured by textural statistics, for example subband
histograms. Fig.6(a) shows a subband histogram of an image, against that of a blurred version of the image.
The two histograms are vastly diﬀerent. A diﬀerent sharp image, on the other hand, has subband histogram
much more alike, as shown in (b). We propose to enforce “sharpness” as global textural constraints, matching
an image’s subband histograms to ones that are observed from the training images.
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Figure 6. Subband histograms, on log scale, (a) of a sharp image (solid), and of its blurred version (dash); (b) of a diﬀerent
but sharp image; (c) of a portrait image (solid), and a tiger image (dash).

Another way to think about this, is that the “local” result that maximizes the log probability in (5), has
been found in the entire continuous space of n . Images are special signals, and are commonly hypothesized to
lie within a subspace of n instead. One possibility to take this into account is to ﬁnd the subspace, and search
within it for an image that maximizes (5). But it is diﬃcult to do so. Instead we employ a two-step strategy,
ﬁrst ﬁnding a solution in n that maximizes (5), and then projecting it to the closest point that satisﬁes the
target subband marginal constraints. This point is found using Heeger-Bergen style histogram matching.
One thing to keep in mind, is that the subband marginals of natural images, while all being kurtotic, may still
vary a lot from image to image. Fig.6(c) shows two histograms of a portrait image and a tiger image, respectively.
The overall “texture” of the two images is diﬀerent, and the histograms are diﬀerent. When we have a varied
set of training images, we want to pick one or a few that are texturally similar to the target result. The problem
is, with a blurred image whose real high frequencies are unknown, how do we pick such images? Note that the
low frequency subbands of a blurred image are basically undegraded, and their marginals can be used as global
textural features indexing into the training set. More speciﬁcally, the histograms of low frequency subbands of
each training image are compared with the low frequency subband histograms of the blurred image, and the k
nearest neighbors are found. The histograms of the higher frequency subbands of the k nearest neighbors are
then averaged to give the target histograms. Distances between subband marginals are calculated using K-L
divergence.

5. APPLICATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS
5.1 Image denoising
To test our system on denoising, we added Gaussian white noise. We generated image training pairs by adding
synthetic noise to known clean images. The mapping from “noisy” to “clean” was learned, and then applied to
new noisy images.
First we will present denoising results using only the local constraints, i.e., the regression estimates of subband
coeﬃcients. Training such a regression model, can be understood as learning a multi-dimensional “coring”
function from actual image data. In the classical coring technique,15, 16 a subband coeﬃcient is subjected to a
1D nonlinear function which suppresses small amplitude values and preserves high amplitude values. For the
multidimensional case we use multiple features as input and learn a multidimensional function as the output. We
experimented with various feature vectors, and settled on a 6D vector with the following features: the observed
subband value; the observed value of its parent (same location, same orientation, but lower frequency); the
observed value of its grandparent; and the local energies corresponding to these three subbands. Local energy
is calculated within a subband by taking the absolute value and convolving with a blur kernel that is about the
same size as the subband kernel. All operations were performed on an oversampled pyramid. For the results
reported here, 9 bins per dimension were used for marginal equiquantization, which after nesting gave 2913 bins
in total. The lowpass was kept unchanged.
We tested the algorithm using two diﬀerent subband representations, and two diﬀerent training sets. The
ﬁrst subband representation was a variant of the steerable pyramid,17 using 8 orientations and 4 scales as in.18
The second subband representation is an oversampled QMF pyramid.19 The ﬁrst training set contains 18 images
(5.7 million pixels altogether) which all have people in them. The second training set contains 40 images (6.2
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Figure 7. Denoising results. (a) Noisy image, with Gaussian additive noise of standard deviation 20. Noisy PSNR is
22.11dB. (b) Denoised image, using local constraints only. PSNR = 32.47dB. (c) Denoised image, using both local and
global constraints. It looks pleasantly sharper, but the PSNR is lower than (b), being 31.13dB.

million pixels) from the Berkeley segmentation data set.20 They are the same 40 used by Roth and Black for
training image priors.
The combination of subband representation and training set gives four diﬀerent settings. Performances under
the four settings are compared in Table 5.1, in terms of Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratios (PSNRs), on standard test
images for denoising. When the four results are averaged, the average tends to have higher PSNR than the
individual results, as shown in column 7. We vary the noise levels, and list more results in Table 2. In general,
the performance of our algorithm matches those of the state-of-art denoising algorithms, such as Portilla et al.,18
Roth and Black,21 etc.
Upon the local results we then impose global statistics, i.e., subband histograms. For global statistics we
use the steerable subband representation with 3 scales and 4 orientations, and the ﬁrst training set. Fig.7 shows
the local and global results on Lena, and Fig.8 shows a blow-up, compared against Portilla et al., and Roth and
Black. Note the ﬁne details we are able to recover. One interesting thing to note, is that although we feel our
global result looks the most pleasing, it has the lowest PSNR among the four. The reason is that, by imposing
global statistics, we are forcing the overall “texture” (such as the appearance of sharp edges), to resemble that
we have seen in other clean images, thus pushing some individual pixel values away from the minimum square
error (MSE) estimates. PSNR is a square error based criterion, and does not capture all aspects of distortions
relevant to perceptual quality. Here we argue that textural similarity is often a valid additional criterion for
perceptual similarity. In order to test this argument, we conducted psychophysical experiments where human
subjects were asked to judge the perceptual qualities of results produced by our algorithm and the BLS-GSM
algorithm by Portilla et al.. Rather than using a rating scale, which can be hard to interpret, we asked our
subjects to match the subjective quality of images from one technique with those of the other technique at a
diﬀerent noise level. In this way, we could determine that one technique tolerated a certain amount more noise
than the other. We express the advantage in terms of dB of the additive noise signal.
We ran 6 subjects, used 7 images and 3 levels of noise (σ=15,25,50). The results depended on the individual
subjects and images, but when averaged our method outperformed BLS-GSM. When averaged across subjects,
the advantage ranged from 0 dB to 6.16 dB, with mean at 3.15 dB.

5.2 Super-resolution
For super-resolution, the task is to estimate a sharp looking high- resolution image given a low-resolution image
as input. The low res input was generated by downsampling the image by a factor of c, and then upsampling it
by a factor of 1/c, both via bicubic interpolation, leading to a blurry image. We used high and low resolution
pairs for training. Our super-resolution algorithm is almost exactly the same as that for denoising, except that
the training pairs are diﬀerent.
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Figure 8. Denoising results. (a) Ours, using local constraints only. (b) Ours, using local and global constraints. (c) Roth
and Black,.21 (d) Portilla et al.18 Note the ﬁne eyelash and feather boa details we recovered in (b).

Lena
Barbara
Boats
House
Peppers

St-TS1

Qmf-TS1

St-TS2

Qmf-TS2

31.47
25.66
29.05
31.08
27.94

31.44
25.96
29.17
31.05
28.71

31.09
27.62
29.15
30.56
28.43

31.12
27.08
29.15
30.75
28.89

mean of
PSNRs
31.28
26.58
29.13
30.86
28.49

σ of
PSNRs
0.205
0.926
0.056
0.246
0.416

PSNR of
mean result
31.52
26.80
29.32
31.14
28.80

Table 1. Denoising performance as PSNRs in dB, with Gaussian noise σ = 25 (20.17dB), using two diﬀerent subband
decompositions and two diﬀerent training sets. The columns are: St-TS1 (steerable subbands, training set 1); QmfTS1 (QMF subbands, training set 1); St-TS2 (steerable, training set 2); Qmf-TS2 (QMF, training set 2); mean of PSNRs
(average of the PSNRs in the ﬁrst four columns); σ of PSNRs (standard deviation of the PSNRs in the ﬁrst four columns);
PSNR of mean result (PSNR of the average result using all the four settings).

In Fig.9 (f) we show our super-resolution result on an image downsampled by a factor of 4 in each direction,
and compare it to competing techniques, including Freeman et al.,22 Hertzmann et al.,4 and Genuine Fractals,
which is a leading commercial product. Our result with both local and global constraints looks sharp and is free
of disturbing artifacts. The training set here was the set of 18 people images. Steerable subband representation
with 3 scales and 4 orientations were used. In the local constraints learning stage we used the same set of 6
features as those used for denoising. The same subband representation was used for global constraints estimation
and imposition.
For super-resolution, to the best of our knowledge, there has not been a satisfying measure quantifying the
quality of results. Here the goal is to hallucinate missing high frequencies, especially those belonging to sharp
edges. If the hallucinated edge position is slightly wrong, the square error will be large, although the image may
look good. Therefore PSNR is not a good way of measuring subjective quality. Again we argue that textural
similarity, reﬂected by the diﬀerences in global subband statistics, can be a valid criterion. We conducted
psychophysics experiments to compare out method with the others. In this case, the image from one method
at a given magniﬁcation was matched in quality to another technique at another magniﬁcation. Our method
performed very well in this comparison. The best competitor was Genuine Fractals. Averaged across subjects
and images, we are able to tolerate between 1.16 and 1.52 more magniﬁcation than Genuine Fractals, with 1.30
as the average.
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σn /P SN Rn
15/24.61
20/22.11
25/20.17
50/14.15

Lena
C1 C2
33.45 33.65
32.25 32.47
31.28 31.52
28.23 28.47

Barbara
C1 C2
30.02 30.40
28.00 28.30
26.58 26.80
23.69 23.80

Boats
C1 C2
31.33 31.52
30.16 30.33
29.13 29.32
26.17 26.33

House
C1 C2
33.07 33.32
31.88 32.13
30.86 31.14
27.55 27.87

Peppers
C1 C2
31.20 31.51
29.76 30.05
28.49 28.80
24.83 25.06

Table 2. Denoising performance as PSNR, in dB, on a few standard test images, with varying levels of noise. Two PSNRs
are reported for each image, the ﬁrst one (C1) being the average of four result PSNRs (St-TS1,Qmf-TS1,St-TS2,Qmf-TS2,
as in Table 1), the second one (C2) being the PSNR of the average of the four results.
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Figure 9. Super-resolution results. 311x258 image is downsampled by 4 in each direction, and then super resolved. The
downsampling is done by bicubic interpolation. (a) Bicubic upsampling. (b) Commercial software Genuine Fractals v4.1.
(c) Hertzmann et al., image analogies.4 (d) Freeman et al., example-based.22 (e) Our result, without global constraints.
(f) Our result, with global constraints.
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